SMILE SWT #15 and consortium #9
Webex, 18-19 March 2020

Agenda

Wednesday, 18 March 2020

Start 09:00 CET (16:00 Beijing Time)

Science Working Team meeting

Morning #1 (09:00-10:30)

Chairman- WANG Chi
1. Welcome – WANG Chi / Graziella Branduardi-Raymont/Philippe Escoubet
2. Minutes and action items from last SWT – Arnaud Masson(on behalf of Philippe)
3. ESA project status – David Agnolon/Chris Runciman
4. Payload module status – Javier Sánchez Palma
5. CAS project status – LI Jing
6. Satellite design status – ZHANG Kuoxiang

Coffee Break (10:30 – 11:00)

Morning #2 (11:00-13:00)

Chairman- Graziella Branduardi-Raymont

7. Payload status, ESA side – Walfried Raab
8. Payload status from PIs
   - LIA – Ling-Gao KONG/Lei DAI/Dihiren Kataria/Matthieu Berthomier
   - MAG – Jin-Dong WANG/Lei LI
   - SXI – Steve Sembay
9. Science Operation Working Group (lessons learned from Cluster) – Arnaud Masson(on behalf of Philippe Escoubet)
10. Orbits, Views, Efficiencies & Pointings– Andy Read

Lunch/Dinner (13:00- 14:00)

Afternoon #1 (14:00-16:00)

Chairman- Arnaud Masson (on behalf of Philippe Escoubet)

2. Chinese ground segment: Science Application System – CHEN Tao
3. ESA science operations - Catarina Alves de Oliveira
5. UVI – Eric Donovan
6. Date and place of next SWT

End of Day 1: 16:00 (23:00 Beijing time)
Thursday, 19 March 2020

Start 09:00 CET (16:00 Beijing Time)

### Morning #1 (09:00–11:00)

Chairman - Jenny Carter

7. Outreach Working Group report - Graziella Branduardi-Raymont/Arnaud Masson
8. Modeling working group - Hyunju Connor / SUN Tianran
9. SMILE directory and CoI lists (incl PI input on instr. CoIs) – Philippe Escoubet
10. AOB

Three science/instrument/other talks TBD

### Morning Break (11:00 – 11:15)

### Morning #2 (11:15-12:00) 15 min talks + 5 min questions

Chairman - SUN Tianran

- Four science/instrument/other talks TBD
- 12. SMILE observations as a window into the Earth's past--Kristina Kislyakova
- 13. Analysis of the SXI performance --PENG Songwu
- 14. Inflight calibration of MAGnetometer -- ZHANG Yiteng
- 15. Smile science observation plan: an example from SXI --ZHANG Yongcun

End of meeting: 12:00 (19:00 Beijing time)